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Modernize the health care
experience to deliver the
convenience and access
patients expect.
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Optimize communication between patients and caregivers
through mobile apps. Empower individuals and families to
stay informed, educated and take a more active role in their
health.
Cerner’s consumer-facing application programming
interfaces (APIs) allow consumers more control over the
EHR than ever before. Using mobile apps that connect
to the APIs, users can access and manage their health
information and share their personal data with family
members or friends who need access.
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individuals and families have easy access to their health
information and services needed to plan, understand and
engage in their care.
With the Cerner WellnessSM app, employees and plan
members can participate in wellness programming on the
go. Members are empowered to
track their activities, participate
in challenges, view incentives and
make progress toward their goals.

Cerner’s open platforms and our Cerner Open Developer
Experience (code) make it possible for any developer to
build consumer apps that integrate with Cerner’s EHR using
Cerner Ignite APIs. This collaboration will create a breadth
of apps and provide consumers with more options.
Through Cerner’s patient portal offering, HealtheLifeSM,
Connecting with

100+
personal health devices
and apps
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Incorporating mobility seamlessly within the physician’s
workflow enables providers to better collaborate with
the care team, make informed decisions and ultimately
positively impact the patient’s experience.
PowerChart Touch™ gives physicians the power to
complete a patient visit anywhere in the connected
world. Information flows between the desktop, tablet
and smartphone, complementing a physician’s busy day.
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obstetrical data and monitor both fetal and waveform
data when they are unable to be at the patient’s bedside.
Physicians can to communicate seamlessly and securely
on their personal device through CareAware ConnectTM,
a secure communications platform that unifies clinical
communications for all roles and venues.

The solution helps optimize, relay and manage
meaningful notifications to providers associated with
The PowerChart Touch suite enables physicians to access the event. By presenting contextual information to those
and review their patient’s clinical data at their fingertips
receiving notifications, alerts requiring an immediate
from any location with wireless access.
response can be acted upon quickly.
FetaLink+® allows providers to view most recent

right care team member, right information, at the right time
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Give nurses a communications platform with CareAware
Connect™. This platform brings the care team together
in a single location – on the smartphone – to provide an
efficient means of communication that enhances care
coordination, eases clinical practice and helps improve
care quality.
On a mobile device, CareAware Connect allows nurses to
access and review patients’ current and trending vitals,
measurements and allergies, as well as the ability to view
orders and new results from any location where care is
given. Enable nurses to securely acquire and store clinical
photos to the patient’s EHR using the Camera Capture
mobile application.

Help nurses avoid potential errors at the bedside by
enhancing clinical workflows, such as bar code medication
administration with CareAware Connect and patientto-device association. Help ensure the right patients
receive the correct blood and/or breast milk as well as the
correct lab specimen drawn with Cerner’s Bridge™ mobile
solution.
Optimize, relay and manage meaningful notifications
across the care team, regardless of location. By presenting
contextual information to those receiving notifications,
alerts requiring an immediate response can be acted upon
quickly.
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CareAware Patient Flow‰ allows environmental services
(EVS) and patient transport team members to manage
their jobs from a mobile device.
Automated assignments are pushed to team members
based on their zone assignments and an assignment
algorithm.
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Transport and EVS teams are key to managing patient
throughput. Real-time notifications are pushed to devices
and managed directly on the the device, providing a
succinct operation to reduce wait times and improve
coordination.

Cerner’s Patient eSignature allows patients to sign
electronic forms with a handwritten signature, which
reduces the amount of time staff spends scanning
documents into the EHR and improves patient
engagement.
Cerner’s Patient Kiosk provides a fast and easy workflow
on an iPad for patients checking in for their appointment
at a physician office or a hospital setting. Front desk
associates can access the kiosk dashboard and easily
track patients who have checked in. The kiosk allows
patients to fast-track the check-in process and interact
with receptionists only when needed.
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With the rapid growth of wireless technologies, mobile
devices inside and outside of the hospital, and the
multitude of integrated and connected technology
within health care organizations, the mounting additions
to the network can significantly impact capacity and
connectivity.

to corporate email securely, use bring your own device
(BYOD), and help verify devices are compliant with
corporate policies and industry standards.

Network security is as crucial as the connectivity.
Providing secure mobile access can difficult, even
more so in the health care industry where regulations
regarding sensitive information are much more stringent.
A mobile management solution is needed to help curb
the risks associated with sharing data on employeeowned devices and reducing the hazards of storing
information on mobile devices.
Cerner provides a secure way for health care
organizations to embrace mobility. With Cerner, you can
track assets across the organization, help ensure secure
access to sensitive data, distribute applications, integrate
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FetaLink+TM
CareAware Patient Flow‰
PowerChart Touch TM
Enterprise document management
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